
  

ANIMAL CARE PROGRAM 
GUIDANCE: SALE UNDER ANIMAL CONFINEMENT 

Purpose 

Animal Confinement law¹ prohibits a business owner or operator from engaging in the commercial sale² within 
the state of a covered product³ from a covered animal⁴, or immediate offspring of a covered animal in the case 
of pork meat, that was not kept in compliance with Animal Confinement regulations⁵. This guidance may be 
used to determine if a transaction of covered product is considered a sale under Animal Confinement 
regulations. 

Instructions 

Focus on the specific sale transaction to determine if a covered product must be compliant with the Animal 
Confinement regulations. Any prohibition of sale under Animal Confinement regulations applies only to that 
specific sales transaction, and not to the covered product itself. Any subsequent sales of the covered product 
might fall under the definition of commercial sale and therefore the covered product will need to be compliant 
with Animal Confinement regulations.  

 1) Does the product qualify as a covered product under Animal Confinement regulations? 

Ÿ Refer to guidance: Eggs Covered Under Animal Confinement
 Pork and Veal Meat Covered Under Animal Confinement 

Ÿ No     sale does not fall under Animal Confinement regulations because the sale is not of a 
covered product. The product does not need to be from a covered animal, or immediate 
offspring of a covered animal in the case of pork meat, kept in compliance with Animal 
Confinement regulations. 

Ÿ Yes     move to # 2 
 
 2) Is the transaction a donation of covered product to a nonprofit organization that has a tax exemption 

under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code (26 U.S.C.)⁶?

  Yes     does not fall under Animal Confinement regulations. Done.

  No     sale might fall under Animal Confinement regulations, move to #3. 

 3) Does the sale transaction in question of covered product fall under Animal Confinement regulations 
definition of commercial sale? Move through steps #4 through #9 to answer this question. 

 
 4) Does the buyer of the covered product take physical possession⁷ in California? 

Ÿ A sale shall be deemed to occur at the location where the buyer takes physical possession of an 
item.  “Takes physical possession” means when the covered product is delivered to the buyer in 
California, regardless of whether the title transfer takes place outside of the state, whether the 
seller and buyer have provided otherwise by a contract, or whether an agent of the buyer 
accepts the covered product outside of the state for transportation into California. 

¹Health and Safety Code sections 25990-25994. 
²Commercial sale as defined in 3 CCR §§ 1320(e), 1321(f), 1322(f). 
³Covered product as defined in 3 CCR § 1326(I). 
⁴Covered animal as defined in 3 CCR § 1326(h). 
⁵Animal Confinement regulations 3 CCR §§ 1320-1327.3. 
⁶Link to Internal Revenue Code. 
⁷Takes physical possession as defined in 3 CCR §§ 1320(aa), 1321(z), 1322(bb). 
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https://www.cdfa.ca.gov/AHFSS/AnimalCare/docs/Eggs_Covered_Under_Animal_Confinement.pdf
https://www.cdfa.ca.gov/AHFSS/AnimalCare/docs/Pork_and_Veal_Covered_Under_Animal_Confinement.pdf
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?lawCode=HSC&division=20.&title=&part=&chapter=13.8.&article=
https://govt.westlaw.com/calregs/Browse/Home/California/CaliforniaCodeofRegulations?guid=I15D32E0034C011ED931ECFCD255CC9C8&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default)
https://govt.westlaw.com/calregs/Document/I543102A0354F11ED96F0D8E31262D9FC?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
https://govt.westlaw.com/calregs/Document/I543102A0354F11ED96F0D8E31262D9FC?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
https://govt.westlaw.com/calregs/Browse/Home/California/CaliforniaCodeofRegulations?guid=I15D32E0034C011ED931ECFCD255CC9C8&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default)
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-26/chapter-I/subchapter-A/part-1/subject-group-ECFR062882ac6495890/section-1.501(c)(3)-1
https://govt.westlaw.com/calregs/Browse/Home/California/CaliforniaCodeofRegulations?guid=I15D32E0034C011ED931ECFCD255CC9C8&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default)
www.cdfa.ca.gov/ahfss
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  Yes     does fall under Animal Confinement regulations. Done.

  No     sale might fall under Animal Confinement regulations, move to #5. 

 5) Is covered product produced outside of California and enters and exits the state, without additional 
processing or repackaging, exclusively for purposes of transshipment or export outside of the state? 

  Yes     does not fall under Animal Confinement regulations. Done.

  No     sale might fall under Animal Confinement regulations, move to #6. 
 
 6) Does the sale of covered product take place on tribal lands located within the state or sale is made 

directly to federal agencies or sale takes place on federal lands located within the state?

  Yes     does not fall under Animal Confinement regulations. Done.

  No     sale might fall under Animal Confinement regulations, move to #7. 

 7) Is the sale of shell eggs or liquid eggs directly to an establishment under mandatory inspection under 
the Egg Products Inspection Act⁸?

  Yes     does not fall under Animal Confinement regulations. Done.

  No     sale might fall under Animal Confinement regulations, move to #8. 

 8) Is the sale of pork meat or veal meat directly to an establishment under mandatory inspection under 
the Federal Meat Inspection Act⁹? 

  Yes     does not fall under Animal Confinement regulations. Done.

  No     sale might fall under Animal Confinement regulations, move to #9. 

 9) Is the transaction a sale, exchange, barter, trade, transfer title or possession, or distribution, 
conditional or otherwise, in California commerce including, but not limited to, transactions by a retailer 
with a consumer and electronic transactions made using the internet?

  Yes     does fall under Animal Confinement regulations. Done.

  No sale does not fall under Animal Confinement regulations. Done. 

⁸Link to Egg Products Inspection Act 
⁹Link to Federal Meat Inspection Act 
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https://www.fsis.usda.gov/policy/food-safety-acts/egg-products-inspection-act
https://www.fsis.usda.gov/policy/food-safety-acts/federal-meat-inspection-act
www.cdfa.ca.gov/ahfss

